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The Numbers
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COVID Admissions & Discharges - need to update
Dec 2020/Jan 20201

March/April 2020
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Tuesday June 8, 2021 – need to update
• 7 inpatients COVID +
• 2 critical care and 1 vents
• 1 admission, 2 DC’s yesterday
– Rolling 3-day avg = 0.67
• Bed usage 85.5%
• Critical care bed usage 81.5%
• Discharges 5259
• Deaths 1008
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New confirmed COVID+ patients – need to update
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Immediate Response to
COVID outbreak
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System Incident Command Center
• At Main Line Health, our goal is always a Systemwide approach to
decision making. But with five hospitals and more than 11,000
employees, siloed work can still happen.

• Early in our COVID-19 response, we instituted a Code Orange and
opened Command Centers at the System and hospital level to ensure a
strategic, Systemwide approach to issues like treatment options, visitor
restrictions, surgical scheduling, etc.
• Command Centers are staffed with clinical and operational leadership,
including Nursing, IT, Human Resources, Supply Chain, Infection
Prevention, etc.
– Serve as the point of contact for all questions related to COVID-19
– Bring leaders together in a collaborative environment to make informed
decisions
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System Incident Command Center

• To manage the workload and
balance responsibility, three
System Incident Command
Center teams were established.
Teams worked three 12–14
hour day shifts.
• Each team was led by an
Incident Commander who
outlined daily workload, lead
calls/meetings, and was
available 24/7 by phone for
emergencies.
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COVID Communications Team
• Throughout the course of the pandemic, frequent, transparent
communication has been critical to our success.
• Daily communications:
– Email updates to all MLH Employees

– Phone calls with hospital and System leadership (morning, afternoon,
evening)

• Weekly communications:
– Virtual town halls for employees and medical staff

– Email message to MLH Board of Governors

• Transparent communication with community
– Responses to media requests, clear guidance on visitation and masking
available online, etc.
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Human Resources Team
• Created new policies in real time and made necessary updates to
existing policies—vetted with senior leadership, Command Center
team, and other key stakeholders, always considering impact on
staff.
• Policies included: Furlough, Housing, Downstaffing, Employee
Exposure, Travel Guidance, Benefit Changes, Remote Work, etc.
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Transitioning to Remote Work
• Within three weeks we knew work from home would be important.
The team identified about 1,500 people to work from home and IT
mobilized resources, technology and was able to set the teams up
quickly.
• IT continued to respond and redesign workflow to support roving
call centers for Employee Exposure Line with the staff working
from home. Computers served as phone which improved
response times and work environment.
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Supply Chain & Materials Management
• Like hospitals across the world, a primary focus throughout
COVID has been ensuring employees have appropriate PPE.
• Goal: 30-day burn rate
• When PPE levels were low, explored tactics to ensure staff could
SAFELY reuse PPE—mask reprocessing, extended gown use,
etc.
• Left no stone unturned in quest for PPE—relying on our typical
vendor partners while also evaluating new acquisition channels
• PPE Expenses exceeded $40 million
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Infection Prevention & Infectious Disease
• Read, understand and apply treatment/testing
recommendations (Remdesivir, hydroxychloroquine, monoclonal
antibodies)

• Adapting state-level guidance (HAN) to Main Line Health and
ensuring adherence across the System
• Monitor outbreaks in the community that would potentially affect
MLH
• Internal and external subject matter experts—providing guidance
to employees on safe practices, as well as featured in media and
education opportunities in community
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PPE Guidelines: Meet our PPEople
•

To keep up with evolving
PPE guidelines, Infectious
Prevention and Infectious
Disease leadership worked
with Command Center
team to create a set of
PPEople.

•

Diagrams outlined PPE
guidelines/requirements
based on role, department
and COVID exposure risk.

•

Updated regularly
throughout the pandemic,
in accordance with CDC
and DOH guidance.
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Testing Teams
• Quickly activated a testing site at Newtown Square Health Center,
followed by additional sites in our urgent care centers.
• Lab teams worked tirelessly to identify testing equipment needs
and ensure centralized, systematic testing process for inpatients
• Staffed by clinicians from across the System, COVID
Communications Center delivered testing results and answered
provider questions about testing
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Call Center Teams
• Stood up several call centers to address concerns/questions of
both employees and patients
– Employee Exposure Line: Questions related to employee travel, exposures,
furlough guidance, etc.
– COVID Communications Center: Direct patients/providers to testing
information and share test results
– Hospital and System Incident Command Centers: Triage requests, connect
employee callers with appropriate member of Command Center team.
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MLH Crisis Standards of Care - Team Members
• Critical Care Dyad: Critical care attending physician and assigned nurse leader
for each ICU
• ECMO Dyad: ECMO specialist physician and nurse leader(s)
• ED Dyads: ED physician lead and ED nurse lead at each campus
• HMS Campus Dyads: HMS campus lead and assigned campus nurse leader
• MLH Regional Triage Leads: Physician leaders with high level of understanding
of complex medical care and deemed in high regard across organization – can not
be actively delivering care in crisis; member of CSRC
• MLH Crisis Standards Resource Committee: Clinical administrative team
leaders CMO,CNO; ethics representative, and community representative, hospital
administrator or president. None of these individuals can be actively caring for
patients involved.
• Ad hoc expert advisors: MLH legal department, Infection Prevention, Command
Center Designee, Psychiatric Support Provider
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Vaccine Teamwork
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Preparing for the COVID vaccine
• Following EUA for the Pfizer vaccine,
Main Line Health began preparing to
receive an allotment of the Pfizer
vaccine in late 2020.
• In keeping with our team approach,
established a vaccine workgroup led
by our Chief Medical Officer to plan
for vaccine distribution.
– Vaccination eligibility categories

– Sign-up process
– Vaccine site preparation
– Staff education and training

December 18, 2020: Mark Ingerman, MD,
Chief of Infectious Disease, receives the first
COVID vaccine!
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Vaccinating Our Employees
• With greater availability of
Moderna and Pfizer vaccine in
late winter/early spring, opened
two additional vaccine sites.
• Vaccine Center teams worked
through weekends, holidays to
ensure that employees could
receive their vaccine. Daily and
weekly calls ensured smooth
hand-off between shifts.
• To date, nearly 11,000
employees and medical staff
have been vaccinated.
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Employee Vaccinations

All Vaccinations

Data as of 6/8
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Vaccinating Our Community
• Began offering vaccinations to our
community in January 2021.
• Targeted first responders and those
in careers that put them at high risk
for COVID.
– Non-affiliated health care providers
(EMS, dentists, etc.)
– Police and fire
– Public transportation workers

• Current efforts focus on zip codes
and communities in our service areas
where disparities in care exist relate
to COVID
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COVID Vaccine Dashboard: Community
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COVID Vaccine Dashboard: Race & Ethnicity Data
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Addressing vaccine hesitancy
While many in our community are eager to be vaccinated, we recognize the importance
of addressing vaccine hesitancy-–particularly among people of color.

…among employees
• Vaccine Ambassador program:
Employees volunteered to serve as
vaccine ambassadors and answer
questions about vaccine safety, sign-up,
etc.

…in our community
• Vaccine Equity workgroup: Targeting
communities of color to provide
education and plan vaccination events

• Vaccine Equity workgroup: Address
barriers to access and vaccine hesitancy
among employees of color.

• Community partnerships: Partnering
with trusted community leaders (Dwight
Evans, Michael Nutter) and local clergy
to provide vaccine education and host
vaccination events.

• Rounding: System and hospital
leadership rounding at hospitals to
answer vaccine questions and address
concerns.

• Address barriers to access: Provide
transportation and sign-up support for
those who did not have computer
access.
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The Patient and
Employee
Experience during
COVID
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Clinical Impact of Waves of Pandemic

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/dme.14360
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HCAHPS – Inpatient – Rate Hospital 0-10
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Patient Experience Initiatives
• FaceTime and Zoom deployed on devices
to keep care providers, patients and
families connected
• End of Life Support Team - supporting
both the nurse and the patient during the
dying process
• Smiling Staff Selfies worn on PPE to
provide reassuring comfort to our patients
and each other
• Community Get Well Cards for patients
• Messenger Hearts – messages from loved
ones and staff written on pink hearts and
posted in patient rooms
• Window Visits at our Rehab Hospital
• “Rocky” theme song played upon
discharge of COVID patient
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End of Life Support team
• Beyond the clinical and staffing challenges presented by COVID-19,
our staff also dealt with the immense emotional burden of caring for
high volumes of critically ill patients—some of whom were their friends,
neighbors or colleagues. Through the emotional highs and lows of
COVID, our team was there to support each other.
• Many nurses volunteered to serve on the End of Life Support Team
(EOLST), a group of clinical staff who stayed with dying patients,
connecting virtually with families for sometimes hours up until the time
of the patient's death. Then they provided resources for the family,
cared for the patient and transported the patient to the morgue.
• Other teams rounded on units across the System to offer support,
psychological first aid and mental health resources for staff who were
dealing with the grief and trauma brought forth by COVID-19.
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Impact to Staff
• 1st , 2nd and 3rd waves – staff were the
patients’ lifelines
• 4th wave – adding visitors to the mix

• Managing changing and hybrid schedules
• Increased Capacity Alerts/Code Greens
• Trying to recover services
• Balancing needs of work with needs of
home/family
• No time to process what has happened
• Construction Projects – moving forward –
disruptions to services/staff/patients
• Anxiety around being exposed – impact to
self, family and other staff
• Vaccine Adoption
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Making self-care a priority
• Understanding mental and
emotional toll of the pandemic,
made it a priority to emphasize
self-care and mental wellness.
• Daily/weekly reminders of
mental health support,
including the Going Home
Checklist and Self-Care Tips.
• Developed a Self-Care and
Resilience Toolkit and videos
led by chaplaincy team.
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Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT)
• Following a distressing workplace event, any MLH employee can
call the CIRT Hotline
• Two – person teams of volunteers are on-call 24 / 7 / 365 and
respond as soon as possible to any MLH location
• A call to the CIRT Hotline will bring a team on-site to help any
employee experiencing a stressful emotional response to a
workplace event
• CIRT members conduct sessions with employees to review
common reactions and discuss coping strategies
– Sessions may be one-on-one, small groups or larger groups
– Participation is strictly voluntary and confidential
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CIRT / Healthy Work Environment Council Care Rounds
/ Informal CIRT Responses
• In response to COVID-19, CIRT and the Healthy Work Environment Council (HWEC)
partnered to provide care rounds and informal CIRT responses to all 5 MLH Hospitals.
• Care rounds included:
– treats
– CIRT staff met one-on-one or in small groups to discuss challenges, opportunities for
improvement, self-care, personal and professional struggles, and overall well-being. In this
format, conversations occurred organically with staff.

• Informal CIRT responses were also facilitated for requesting departments, COVID
units, ED, HomeCare / Hospice and Mirmont Treatment Center – Outpatient location.
Responses were proactively scheduled to support staff in a more structured format.
Listening Circles were provided virtually for the HomeCare / Hospice staff twice a
week on Tuesdays at 1100 and 1900.
• In total, from April 1st – December 31st, 2020, 13 informal CIRT responses were
facilitated providing 42 hours of support for staff. 23 hours were spent rounding and
125.5 hours were spend rounding with CIRT / HWEC members.
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Additional “Care for the Caregiver” Measures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily Self-Care Messages and Inspirational Pop-up Quotes
‘Building Your Resiliency Muscle” class for all staff
“Leading with Resiliency” Class for Leaders
Mindful Moments bi-weekly 30-minute meditation practices
Free Virtual Yoga Classes
Self-Care Page on Wellspring intranet site with self-care resources
Mindful Self-Compassion for Healthcare Workers – 6-week program
funded through a grant
Senior Leader Rounding
Virtual Schwartz Rounds held monthly at each campus
Variety of local and system wide events and contests to promote
self-care and wellness
Refresh of our Oasis/Renewal Rooms at each location
Focused marketing of First Call/EAP services – business cards for
leader rounding – distributed 5000 across the system - links on all
Self-Care messages to First Call resources
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Key Takeaways
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It takes teamwork.
• The COVID pandemic affected every member of our team—clinicians,
professional services staff, patient access teams, EVS workers, etc.
COVID changed daily life and work for everyone at Main Line Health.
• Would be easy to say “I can’t” or look for excuses, but the Main Line
Health team was willing to rise to the challenge. Employees were
quick to ask “How can I help?” or volunteer to take on a new role to
support their colleagues (Screening, Vaccine check-in, etc.)

• Speaks to the true spirit and mission of Main Line Health—but this
attitude is imperative to navigate health care and any crisis, big or small.
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Teamwork with our partners and community
• COVID required us to work together internally, but also required
us to look outside organization for opportunities.
– Regional partners: Engage with other local hospitals and health
providers to share best practices for the health of communities we
collectively serve.
– Community support: Early in the pandemic, soliciting mask
donations from community members looking for ways to help.
– Education/training partners: Engaging PCOM, nursing education
programs to address staffing shortages.
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A continued commitment to teamwork
• From the earliest days of our COVID response to our vaccine
planning and distribution, we have relied on cross-functional
teams to help us navigate the unknown.

• Every employee and member of the medical team brings a
unique perspective and experience that helps us make
informed decisions about the safety of our staff and patients.
• Since COVID, we have implemented a ‘Walk In My Shoes’
program that allows employees to shadow to colleagues across
the System in a different role. This underscores the importance
and power of teamwork—the more we know about each other’s
roles and the more we can do support each other, the more
successful we will be!
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Care for the Patient
• Proved we could mobilize resources to address the crisis (even
remotely)
• Forced us to be nimble in how we deliver care – accelerated many
projects that were in progress – i.e., telehealth adoption
• Re-deployment of staff to meet needs of patients and health
protocols – cross training, change in location (within and outside of
typical unit/campus), re-design of space in setting up various
command, testing, screening and vaccine sites
• Playing multiple roles for the patient while visitor restrictions were in
place
• Keeping services open (rehab therapies and home care)
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Care for the Caregiver
• Think of as evolving and changing with specific attention to role
(clinical, non-clinical, employed, non-employed, volunteer) and
location (onsite, remote, hybrid)
• Must be a multi-pronged approach
• Individuals respond and recover from trauma in unique ways
• Stay the course – easy to get caught up in blow-back of critical
decisions that must be made to keep everyone (patients, families,
volunteers, and staff) safe
• Respond to all feedback with the “why”
• “Over-communicate” in multiple ways that will resonate with your
audiences
• Highlights the need for coordinated and sustained staff wellbeing
resources as we deal with this for years to come
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Thank You!

COVID Response:
Nursing Informatics Perspective

Patti Montella, BSN, RN-BC
Nursing Informatics Specialist
Chester County Hospital
September 23, 2021

Chester County Hospital
•
•

309 Licensed Bed Acute Care Hospital
ED Visits FY 21: 39,470
NICU Level 3: 3,153 days

Centers of Excellence in Cancer, Cardiovascular, Orthopedics, and Women’s Health
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Nursing Informatics and COVID- Topics
‣Staff Redeployment
‣Patient Visitation
‣Telemedicine Expansion
‣EHR Documentation and Clinical Decision Support
‣Reporting
‣Employee testing
‣Vaccine Center Design and Onboarding
‣Lessons Learned/Future Considerations
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Staff Re-deployment
‣Many service lines closed down and staff mobilized to
other areas
‣EHR access to new views and modules
‣Training for new modules
‣Personalization of views, lists, reports, flowsheets
‣Managing staff and provider anxieties!
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Patient Visitation
‣ IPAD deployment to floors

• Set up and Test Blue Jeans (including with patients)
• Testing of Stand and Cover options
• Generic Meeting IDs (at first)

‣ Virtual Visit Switchboard

• Input into development
• Education of all staff
• Education of providers

‣ Virtual Visit Team- NI initiated new team using redeployed support staff
• Heartwarming stories
• Short lived as staff were deployed back to home depts
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Virtual Visit Switchboard
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“First I wanted to start by saying Thank you again for giving me the
opportunity to be on the Bluejeans team. I have really enjoyed
working with your group of ladies along with Sami and Olivia , and
the staff and patients and doctors. It has been very rewarding for
me. ”

“A patient on a Covid unit did a virtual visit with family and his wife
also and the whole time he kept blowing kisses to his wife and
daughters say how much he misses them. This brought tears to my
eyes.”

“I did a virtual visit with a patient who had not seen his wife for over a
month because he is a patient on Covid unit and of course no visits in the
hospital and they live in a assisted living facility . So I was able to coordinate
with the daughter and facility to be able to do a virtual visit with his wife ,
and just to explain a little about him and he was not the nicest person to
staff and daughters but the minute he saw his wife boy did he light up and
the biggest smile on his face”

“The first week we had one end of life
virtual visit with 12 family members”

“I had one patient whose wife played the piano for him when we
had visits. She was hesitant to do a virtual visit at first, because she
did not think she was “tech savvy” but I talked her through the set
up and she was like a pro!”
“This story is about 2 roommates from a facility, both in the
hospital and I did a virtual visit with them and the one roommate
cried with joy to see her friend.”
“A woman who was COVID positive gave birth to a baby, and we
were able to set up mom staying in an isolation room with an
ongoing virtual visit with father and baby in the next room.”
“During our testing of the initial process, we were working with an older man and his wife
was at home. They had already been face timing each other. When she was connected
and saw my face, tears came to her eyes and she expressed gratitude for the care her
husband was receiving and worries about his well-being. I gently told her I was a nurse
who specialized in informatics, and not her husband’s nurse, but she continued to thank
me profusely. It seemed that a visual connection with someone at the hospital was
cathartic and helped to allay the anxiety she was feeling.”

“Families have been very
appreciative of being able to have
visits (virtually) with their pastors”
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Telemedicine Expansion
‣ Used same IPADs and Virtual Switchboard tools
‣ Increased use in house to save PPE and minimize exposures
‣ Increased number of end users that needed Informatics and Virtual
Visit Team support (Patients and Providers).
‣ Increased Burden on Nursing Staff to ensure that patient could
participate.
‣ Some providers set up Q15 Blue Jeans meetings with family
members and went into the rooms with the patient to have family
discussions and conferences each day in lieu of normal phone calls.
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EHR Documentation and CDS
COVID Testing Related
‣ Adding columns to patient lists: Covid test sent, Covid Results, Isolation status
‣ Alerts and Banners- Patient a PUI, test pending, place in isolation, positives
‣ Reports- Positive patients, Results pending, Isolation orders
Vaccine History Related:
‣ Design of Vaccine screenings- patient report- none/partial/full, was card reviewed?
Is patient interested in getting the vaccine?
• Logic so screening does not appear if patient’s immunization history was already
filled out in EHR.
• Storyboard updates to show
‣ Reports: Inpatient and ED: Was screening done? Was immunization history updated
as per the screening? Was card reviewed? (no history updated without proof)
‣ Reports for Vaccine Clinic: How many done? How many scheduled? Did we give the
right vaccine if second dose?
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Changes made to Patient Lists
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Changes made to Patient Header (Storyboard)
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EHR Documentation and CDS
Vaccine Administrations to Inpatients
• Limited based on available vaccine/expiration

•
•
•
•

– Typically if patient had first dose and were in window for second dose
– Hospital only had Pfizer and JJ at this point
Barcoding- evolved; no barcode to generic Vaccine barcode to specific vial
barcode label.
Ordering- different from vaccine center. Needed to show up on MAR.
Process- consenting, delivery, timing. Vaccines were picky!
Reporting
– Which patients are interested
– Which vaccine (if second dose) and date of first dose
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Sample Report- Screening/update of Immunization History
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Employee Management
‣ Handling of Possible Exposures
‣ During the day our Community Testing Center handled testing
• But needed an off shift and weekend solution:

‣ Set up IPAD in central location near exit. Used Blue Jeans to invite
a designated observer to view the swabbing. Test taken to ED and
staff waited in their car for results. NI provided set up and
education of staff members and observers.
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Vaccine Center Support
‣ Important and urgent initiative with very little lead time.
‣ Initial focus on staff vaccinations so run by Occupational Health.
But not like Flu Vaccines! Informatics Challenges:
• Occupational health staff themselves did not have training or
access in PennChart (onboarding).
• Every staff member needed appointments and visit remindersnot all were on the patient portal.
• Design process for documenting vaccines and monitoring
– Could not Bar code vaccines in the clinic.

•
•
•
•

Educate staff so process was consistent and good reporting
Created views for the vaccine center staff- Correct smart sets, etc
Created reports for vaccine center
Even helped to staff it in the beginning (along with other nurses)!
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Other Things
‣ Helping marketing with Daily “Need to Know”s for all staff.
‣ New Cureatr Services for COVID Vaccine Scheduling
‣ Worked with staffing office to set up a process and get resources to
help with Onboarding. (Even current staff had to be trained and
given special access to view appointments)
‣ Testing of new Pavilion units occurring at the same time. Initially
the new Pavilion was opened early for COVID patients only.
‣ Helped with setup of ED tents and workflow for COVID surge in the
ED.
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Organizational Support for Staff
‣ Strong leadership and presence from our Executive team
‣ Community support of the hospital staff with food, snacks and
sharing of gloves, masks, signs, cards
‣ Town Hall meetings
‣ Raffles from local businesses
‣ Employee food pantry
‣ COVID Loan and COVID Leave
‣ COVID Links and updates on the Intranet
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Lessons Learned
‣ Involve informatics early! Were we involved enough?
‣ The Science of Constant Change- Communication is top priority
‣ Hospital leads for ad hoc projects- not everyone is a project
manager
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Into the Future….
‣ Variants
‣ Booster shots
‣ Increased hiring due to vaccine mandates
‣ Virtual visitation and the loneliness epidemic
• Hunt early for resources to continue visits
• Nurses cannot be expected to be AV
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Leadership in Periods of Crisis
The Perspective of the Clinical Analyst
Joy Iocca MSN, RN, CEN
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Objectives
• Impact of Information Technology during the pandemic
Role of Information Technology

• Pivotal changes during the pandemic

• Clinical Analyst background
Role of the Clinical Analyst

• Informatics as a developer

• Managing remote work
Leadership During Crisis

• Navigating analyst burnout

• Recommendations
Lessons Learned

• The importance of being nimble
• What should be maintained vs reverting back to old processes
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PennChart ED and Inpatient
 Services 6 Hospitals in the Health System

HUP

HUP at
Cedar Ave

PPMC

PAH

CCH

Princeton Health

 Analyst Team comprised of Clinical & Application Analysts
•
•
•

Clinical Documentation, CPOE (Orders), Clinical Decision Support
Support PennChart Hyperspace and Mobile Applications
Analysts supporting 6 Emergency Departments, 4 Labor and Delivery Departments
Trauma and Behavioral Health

 By the numbers:
•
•
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Over 14 million Inpatient orders placed annually
Over 3 million medications administered annually

About me!
• Registered Nurse
– Level 1 Trauma ED for 10+ years
– Disaster Medical Assistance Team
– Southeastern PA Emergency Response Team

• Information Services
– Sr. Manager Applications – ED, Inpatient, Obstetrics
– 7+ Years as a clinical analyst
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Information Services
• What role did Information technology play in
managing and responding to the pandemic?
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What is a Clinical Analyst?
As a bedside nurse, the
patient was always the
focus. As a Clinical Analyst,
the patient is still the
focus. When I build, I build
knowing that the end
users, my former
colleagues, need the best
tools available to safely
and efficiently care for
patients. This is my
motivation. This keeps me
connected and satisfies my
need to be at the bedside,
now in spirit. – Deb Welsh
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Intro

Problem

Solution

“You put tools in the
hands of the care
givers, you ARE at the
bedside.”

Benefits

Results

Next Steps

Life of a Clinical Analyst
Labor and Delivery
nurse – 21 years
Passionate,
dedicated

Current Situation

Pre-Covid-19

Still remote

Onsite at 3600

Lockdown
Implemented
100% remote work
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Clinical Analyst – PennChart Stork
7 years in Information Services

Feared Event
Infection and Hospitalization

Analyst impact during Covid
– Focus on flexibility, nimbleness, quality of work and
organization
– Summary of some of the critical changes that supported
• Surge areas, Covid documentation and alert systems, etc
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Managing Remotely During Covid
• Leadership vs Management
– Challenges and recognized opportunities
– Virtual learning, teaching, facilitating
– Leadership – maintaining collaboration and
communication

• Managing Burnout
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Changes
• Emerging from this crisis, what changes have
occurred that will or should be maintained vs
reverting back to old processes?

Intro
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Problem

Solution

Benefits

Results

Next Steps

Lessons learned and recommendations when
working through crisis
• Use the technology available to you
• Be flexible, nimble and open minded
• Communication is Key!
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Conclusion

Clinical
Analyst
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Information
Systems

Leadership

Questions?
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